In vitro modification of substituted cysteines as tool to study receptor functionality and structure-activity relationships.
Mutagenic investigations of expressed membrane proteins are routine, but the variety of modifications is limited by the twenty canonical amino acids. We describe an easy and effective cysteine substitution mutagenesis method to modify and investigate distinct amino acids in vitro. The approach combines the substituted cysteine accessibility method (SCAM) with a functional signal transduction readout system using different thiol-specific reagents. We applied this approach to the prolactin-releasing peptide receptor (PrRPR) to facilitate biochemical structure-activity relationship studies of eight crucial positions. Especially for D(6.59)C, the treatment with the positively charged methanethiosulfonate (MTS) ethylammonium led to an induced basal activity, whereas the coupling of the negatively charged MTS ethylsulfonate nearly reconstituted full activity, obviously by mimicking the wild-type charged side chain. At E(5.26)C, W(5.28)C, Y(5.38)C, and Q(7.35)C, accessibility was observed but hindered transfer into the active receptor conformation. Accordingly, the combination of SCAM and signaling assay is feasible and can be adapted to other G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). This method circumvents the laborious way of inserting non-proteinogenic amino acids to investigate activity and ligand binding, with rising numbers of MTS reagents allowing selective side chain modification. This method pinpoints to residues being accessible but also presents potential molecular positions to investigate the global conformation.